pressible fluid flow, structural, and thermal modeling as well as the interaction between these disciplines. 
I. I0troductiQn
Many of the current directions in product design and analysis are driven by competitive and regulatory constraints, such as the need to shorten design cycles, flow-induced vibrations are a primary concern in the aerospace, automotive and defense industries. 
Fluid Region_
The finite element treatment of fluid regions within this framework is based on the Galerkin-Least-Squares (GLS) method with discontinuity capturing operators 3-5. To take mesh movement into account, the convective or Euler flux in equation (1) is replaced by the ALE convective flux. The ALE convective flux is related to the Euler flux by the equation
Reynolds
where u is the velocity field of the mesh. The Euler 
where 9 is the mass density, b m is the body force, v is the part.cle velocity and the 0 subscript denotes a quantity in the reference configuration.
In orde" to address incompressibility locking, a mixed method which modifies the interpolation of the deformation gradient is used 10. The modified deformation gradient isbased onaseparation ofthedeformation gra-dientF into volumetric and deviatoric parts.
In constructing the modified deformation gradient, a mixed treatment replaces the volumetric part. The modified deformation tensor, F, is defined using a new field variable, 0, for the determinant of the deformation gradient.
The structural formulations (beams and shells) are A slave-master algorithm is used to define the discrete interface constraints of multiphysics problems 9. These constraints are enforced with the augmented Lagrangian formulation. Thedecomposition ofthecomputational domain (figure 5) is an activeareaof research whichhasproduced many algorithms andgeneral purpose tools 13-15. Many decomposition methods commonly usethe recursive spectral bisection (RSB) approach 13. A significant cost of theRSBmethod is associated withthecomputation ofeigenvectors of aLaplacian matrixconstructed from theadjacency structure of themesh. Hendrickson and Leland introduced a multi-level implementation forthe construction oftheLaplacian matrix, resulting insignif-icantCPUperformance improvement 14. Karypisand Kumar present a rigorous analysis of multilevel methodsanddemonstrate analytically theireffectiveness 15.
A common featureof mostdomaindecomposition research isthefocus onsingle homogeneous gridapplications. In orderto support multiphysics simulations, algorithms which extend themultilevel method ofKary-pisandKumar toheterogeneous interfaced discretizationsareused inthepresent approach.
To takefull advantage of the architecture described above, a multi-subdomain solver is employed to solve thematrixsetof equations whichresult fromthediscrete finiteelement problem. In thiscontext, thesolver iscomposed ofoneglobal solver anda set oflocal subdomain solvers. At thesubdomain level, thelocal solver maybeexplicit, implicit iterative or implicit direct. The localsubdomain solver mayvaryfromsubdomain to subdomain. Theglobal solver must beimplicit iterative.
Twoiterative solvers areusedfor multiphysics problems: thepreconditioned conjugate gradient (CG)and generalized minimum residual (GMRES) methods. CG is used for symmetric systems whicharise, e.g.,from solidlinear momentum, heat transfer andmesh movement equations. GMRES isused fornon-symmetric systems _hicharise, e.g., fromthefluidlinear momentum, thermal, scalar transport, andturbulence equations.
Multiphysics Applications
Four applications are presented here to demonstrate the applicability of multiphysics simulation in thermal management and fluid-structure interaction problems. The first mode of vibration of the wing is depicted in figure 9 . A mesh consisting of 118,480 tetrahedral elements and 22,014 nodes is used to discretize the flow domain around the wing. The panel is modeled with 520 hexahedral elements and 770 nodes. A cross-section of the mesh at the symmetry plane is shown in figure I0 .
I. Panel Flutter
The wing is perturbed with a combination of its first two vibration modes applied as initial velocities.
No structural damping is used. The oscillations of the structure are then used to compute the damping coefficients. Fig-ure11shows thedeformation ofthewing(magnified) at two different instances duringthe oscillation. Also shown arecontour lines ofthepressure around thewing atseveral span stations.
Impeller Flow
The underlying function of turbomachinery equipment, such as pumps, compressors, turbines or fans, is to smoothly impart, or extract, energy from rotating blades to increase, or decrease, the velocity and pressure of a fluid stream. Proper aerodynamic and structural blade design is therefore critical for achieving optimal performance. The ge)metry of the centrifugal impeller analyzed in this stu:ly is shown in figure 13 . It consists of 17 main and 17 splitter blades located with equal spacing along the cir(umferential direction. The axial length of the impelle r is 3.64 in., whereas its inlet and outer diameters are 2.20 in. and 8.4 in., respectively.
The clearance between the main blades and the shroud surface is 0.0033 in. at the leading edge of the blades and 0.0120 in. at the trailing edge of the blades.
The relative frame of reference employed in the current analysi, is taken with respect to an observer sitting on the huT: and rotating fixed with the wheel around the axial a:.is of the compressor. In this relative frame of referen_ e, the hub, main and splitter blades are stationary ant the shroud is instead rotating in the reverse direction. Thisapproach greatly simplifies thenumerical analysis, because itallows themodeling ofthefluidflow passage onagridthatdoes notchange withtime, since theshroud hasanaxisymmetric geometry withrespect totheaxisofrotation. Inaddition, duetothecyclicsymmetry oftheflow, themodeling ofonlyonerotor (main) blade passage is sufficient, which greatly reduces CPU timeandmemory requirements. Forclarification, the notation "cyclicsymmetry" in a Cartesian coordinate system corresponds to "periodicity" in a cylindrical coordinate system. In Figure 19 , the temperature distribution is found to exhibit a strong gradient in the nose region where the external heat loading is at the maximum• The maximum tip temperature is about 1300 degrees R and levels off to 600 de_ rees downstream. The inlet coolant temperature is set at 500 degrees and it reaches a maximum temperature of _bout 750 d.egrees in the nose region. The overall objective of a complete quenching analysis is to determine the thermal history of the forging and hence to subsequently predict the mechanical properties "locked in" the material after the cooling. Figure 25 sho_vs in isolation the thermal contours in the workpiece
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Conclusions
A multiphysics simulation approach based on the finite elemeat method has been described. 
